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GEMKO
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

OUR EXPERTISE

GEMKO Information Group 

is a certifi ed IBM Business 

Partner who has been 

committed to the midrange 

platform since the AS/400’s 

inception in 1988. 

CONTACT US

If you’re interested in  

learning more about how 

GEMKO’s expertise can 

provide value to your          

organization, contact us!

MICHAEL BUDZICH
Director

P: 716.250.5531

E: mbudzich@gemko.com 

ORENDAEL MILLER
Sr. of Marketing/Sales

P: 716.580.1593

E: omiller@gemko.com

FOLLOW US

@GEMKOLLC

training workshops on system training workshops on system 

SYSTEM OPERATOR
TRAINING TOPICS

operations and the AS/400 platformoperations and the AS/400 platform

HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS

The goal of these training workshops are twofold: First and foremost, they are meant to
introduce new IBMi programmers to system concepts and expose those who have used the 
platform for years to new concepts, such as SQL. Second, the workshops provide hands-on 
learning for many of IBM’s new tools, including Rational Developer for Power, IBMi Access 
for Windows, IBMi Access for Web, and DB2 Web Query for i - providing comprehensive
information that will be useful regardless of the programmer’s level of IBMi expertise. 

These courses provide an introduction to the IBMi (iSeries, AS/400) for Programmers and
other technical staff  that need to understand the technical capabilities of the IBMi. We focus 
on understanding the system capabilities, program development tools, database concepts and 
system management from a programming perspective. Other courses are more advanced and 
allow a deeper delve into the inner-workings of IBMi and AS/400 environments. 

Students learn programming tools and operational concepts which are supported by
supervised Hands-on Lab exercises. The chart on the back of this sheet lists the Topics and 
Subtopics we off er education in. 

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Our educators have over 150 years of combined experience between them. Our team is
comprised of a number of diff erent skill sets, allowing our experience and knowledge to be 
pulled from a vast pool of resources. 

Whether you are at a beginner level or are an expert, GEMKO Instructors will be able to help 
you and your business advance in these hands-on courses. Our workshops are based in the 
textual educational resources of Mastering IBM i, by Jim Buck and Jerry Fottral, along with 
the many years of our teams working experience. If you are interested in taking any of these
classes, please reach out to a GEMKO team member and we can tell you more about the
specifi c course. 
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SYSTEM OPERATIONS

AS/400 Environment

Object Based

Libraries

Library Lists

Types of Objects

Security

User Messages

Qsysopr Messages

Spool Files

Error Messages

Writers / Printers

Output

PDM

Associated Commands

SEU

Debugger - Interactive Jobs

Debugger - Batch Jobs

Source Files

Compile

PDM Options

PDM Function Keys

Work Management

Subsystems

Interactive

Command

Batch

Jobq

Outq

Scheduled Jobs

Job Logs

iNavigator

Commands (CL)

Command Line

Command Parameters

F4

F1

DB2

PF, LF, DSPF, PRTF

SQL

DDS

DSPDBR Command

Database

Background / Heritage

Timi

LPAR

Single Level Storage

Multi OS’s

Object Oriented Architecture

Security

Modern Tools

Integrated Database

AS/400 PLATFORM

TRAINING WORKSHOP TOPICS

Please check all of the topics you are interested in learning more about. 


